
Your Complete Signage Solution



The  Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 1996 require 
employers to provide and maintain safety signs where there is significant risk 
to health and safety that has not been avoided or controlled by other means (e.g. 
safe systems of work) provided that the use of a sign can help reduce the risk. 

Throughout this catalogue you will find guidance about; 

 �Risk assessment
 � Use of pictorial symbols
 �General health and safety signs
 �Fire/emergency escape signs

ISO 7010 is the International standard for safety signs. 
ISO 7010 was developed to provide consistency in design across the EU. Stocksigns has 
incorporated the new designs and you may notice some design changes to the symbols 
whereas others are virtually unchanged.

The majority of British Standard symbols have been adopted by ISO and as such have now 
been encompassed into UK safety legislation.

Legislation and Guidance

Use of Symbols and Graphical Images
The use of symbols and graphical images is a simple safety system used to convey 
safety messages at a glance.  Colours and symbols, appropriately used, provide 
information and warnings of hazards which are essential to personal safety.

A red circular band with diagonal cross bar on a white background, the symbol within the 
circle to be black denoting a safety sign that indicates that a certain behaviour is prohibited.

Prohibition

A yellow triangle with black border and symbol within the yellow area denoting a safety sign 
that gives warning of a hazard.

Hazard

A blue circle with white symbol denoting a sign that indicates that a specific course of action 
must be taken.

Mandatory

A red rectangle or square with symbol in white denoting a safety sign that indicates the 
location of fire fighting equipment.

Fire Equipment

A green rectangle or square with symbol or text in white denoting a safety sign providing 
information about safe conditions.

Safe Condition

Health & Safety Sign
Association

Stocksigns Accreditations and Associations

 �Positioning of signs
 �Marking of hazardous storage areas and obstacles
 �Dangerous locations
 � Identification of pipelines

LOOK OUT FOR

Best Sellers
The best selling 
signs and products.

New
Signs and ranges 
new to this 
catalogue.

Updated
Signs updated 
to the latest ISO 
2018 symbols.

Great Value
Products that 
represent excellent 
value for money.
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Material Choices

Self-Adhesive Vinyl
A cost effective high gloss PVC 
with a peel off backing, self-
adhesive vinyl is ideal for interior 
signage.  This material adheres 
to most smooth, clean surfaces 
including curves.

Series code - 30

Correx
A durable yet lightweight 
corrugated PVC material 
particularly suited to temporary 
signs.  Available in 4mm and 
10mm thicknesses.

Bespoke material on request

Rigid PVC Plastic
Our best-selling material choice, 
1mm semi-rigid plastic PVC is 
suitable for interior and exterior 
use. Signs are supplied with 
square corners, no holes as 
standard.

Series code - 20

Aluminium
Aluminium is a long-lasting 
durable coated metal that can 
be used for both interior and 
exterior signs.

Series code - 10

Acrylic
Acrylic is a versatile material 
that is both lightweight and 
shatterproof. Best suited to 
internal signs. This offers a cost 
effective and safe alternative to 
using glass. Available in 3, 5 and 
10mm thicknesses.

Bespoke material on request

Aluminium Composite
A rigid yet lightweight 
composite panel which offers 
a cost effective alternative 
to standard aluminium. With 
minimal scrap value, its use can 
help deter signage theft. 
This material is ideal for internal 
and external use.
Series code - 11

Special Effect 
Aluminium Composite 
Available in both mirrored gold 
and brushed silver finish. 
These special effect finishes 
create a contemporary look 
when used on internal signage. 

Bespoke material on request

Polycarbonate
Polycarbonate is a clear material 
used as an alternative to acrylic. 
A very versatile material with a 
gloss finish.
Compared to acrylic it has a 
higher impact resistance, is more 
UV stable and temperature 
resistant.
Bespoke material on request

Brushed Stainless Steel
Brushed Stainless Steel is 
available in two grades.
304 grade material provides a 
prestigious look ideally suited 
for internal signs. 
316 marine grade available on 
request for external signs.

Series code - 60

Reflective Signs
Class 1 or Class 2 reflective 
material is adhered to 
aluminium composite as 
standard, but can be supplied 
as a vinyl or applied to any rigid 
substrate. Generally used for 
traffic signs that can be post or 
wall mounted.
Series codes - Traffic 70, Safety 75

Photoluminescent
(Rigid Plastic and SA Vinyl)
Photoluminescent signs provide 
temporary visibility in the dark 
making it ideal for fire signage. 
In line with the PSPA, standard 
signs are produced on Class B, 
with Class C material available 
on request.
Series codes - RP 21 / SAV 31

Foamex
A versatile PVC foam sheet 
with a smooth matt finish. 
This material is often used for 
temporary signs requiring a 
superior look.
Available in 1, 3 and 5mm 
thicknesses.

Bespoke material on request
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Making a Purchase

Prior to buying your sign it is important to consider where the sign will be used 
and from what distance it needs to be viewed. 
The diagram below is intended to used as a guide only. 
For further advice speak to our sales team on 01737 774077.

Recommended 
installation heights:

Above doors:  
2m - 2.5m 
from floor level to base of sign.
Directional wall fixed signs:  
1.4m - 2.0m 
from floor level to base of sign.

300 x 100mm
(Compact)
Viewing distance up to 

10 metres

600 x 200mm
(Big)
Viewing distance up to 

20 metres

1200 x 400mm
(Huge)
Viewing distance up to 

40 metres

RETURNING
A PRODUCT

We expect our products 
to meet your expectations. 
However, if you do need to 
make a return, you MUST use 
our Returns Procedure. 

Please contact our Customer 
Services Team on 01737 774077, 
or at info@stocksigns.co.uk, to 
obtain a returns reference, and 
subsequently making sure that 
the packaging is robust enough 
to avoid damage in transit. 
On certain returns a re-stocking 
charge may be applicable. 

20 11090 RG

PRODUCT CODE
This is the unique product 
code for that design.

SIZE CODES
These are the sizes that the 
sign is available in. (See price 
grids for size identification)

All of our standard products featured in this catalogue are identified 
by a unique five or six figure product code, followed in most cases 
by a size code consisting of two letters. e.g.

To order this sign in Rigid Plastic size 600 x 200mm
use the code:

MATERIAL CODES
This tells you the materials 
the sign is available in.
e.g: = Aluminium
 = Rigid Plastic
 = Self-Adhesive Vinyl

10

20

30

102030 11090 KD RG

20 11090 RG

Understanding the Code

STEP 1
 � Find the sign design you require.
 � Note the product code.

10 20 30 11090 KD RG

STEP 2
 �Choose the material you require.
 �Use our material guide on the left to 
select the most suitable material for 
the job.

10 20 30 11090 KD RG

10 20 30 11090 KD RG

STEP 3
 � Look at the sizes your sign is available in.
 � Use the price grids for size codes.
 � Choose the most appropriate size using 
the installation guide above.

How to Order

 �Choose your payment method: Credit Card - We accept Mastercard, Visa and American Express.
 �Cheques should be made payable to Stocksigns Ltd.
 �Accounts - We will be happy to open a credit account for you (subject to a standard credit check).   
All such sales are payable no later than 30 days from invoice date.
 � BACS Payment welcome. Our account is: The Royal Bank of Scotland plc.                       
Account No. 23111244 Sort code 16-00-15

 All prices are exclusive of Value Added Tax
 � Phone, post or e-mail (sales@stocksigns.co.uk) your order.

By submitting your order, you confirm that you have read and understood our terms and conditions and agree 
to be bound by them (please see our T&C’s online at www.stocksigns.co.uk or call 01737 774077 for a copy).

Easy Ordering

Installation Guide

Payment

All rights reserved. All of this catalogue is protected by the Laws of Copyright. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored 
in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise.

Prices can be found by using the grids at the bottom of the pages or in the price list enclosed. (Except where items are separately priced).
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At Stocksigns we pride ourselves on our experience 
across many industries. We’ve successfully managed 
projects from airports and quarries, to schools and 
commercial premises.

We have experience with an extensive range of materials from vinyl 
graphics, through to large illuminated monoliths and everything in 
between.

If you are embarking on a project and need professional help and 
support, our site survey specialists are available to help. They can 
offer advice and expertise to ensure the wayfinding, health and 
safety and corporate branding in your workplace are legislation 
compliant and reflective of your company and brand.

Our Services

Alongside our professional surveyors, Stocksigns have 
a dedicated team of fitters and installation experts. 

The team operate throughout the UK and over our long history 
we have experience of installing everything from single signs to 
managing large scale installation projects. 

We recognise the importance of working safely on-site 
and Stocksigns are proud to be accredited members of the 
SafeContrator scheme. This accreditation demonstrates that we 
operate under recognised high health and safety standards. 

In addition, all our installation crews are CSCS (Construction 
Skills Certification Scheme) certified, Asbestos Trained in line with 
UKATA, certified by UPAF standards to operate Mobile Evaluating 
Work Platforms and hold current First Aid certificates.

Orders for stocked standard signs will be despatched next day and 
will take between 2-3 days for delivery. Custom made orders will be 
despatched within 5 working days from receipt of order. 

If you require these signs urgently, you may wish to use our 
premium service, where your signs will be despatched as priority. 
Please speak to the sales team regarding this service. 

Delivery Services

Professional Site Survey

Installation

Export 
Worldwide despatch is no problem. Our Export Sales Team is happy 
to provide quotations for any quantity of signs for any country.

Collection
At our Trade Counter in Redhill, signs can be purchased and/or 
collected between 8.30am and 5.00pm Monday - Friday. 

Delivery Costs
The charge for packing, delivery and insurance to most UK mainland 
postcodes is FREE for standard orders over £50. 

Standard Product Delivery Charges
 �Orders under £20 (Depending on size and weight) - £1.95
 �Orders up to £49.00 (Depending on size and weight) - £6.75
 �Orders over £50.00 - FREE

Custom-made Signs Delivery Charges
 �Orders less than 10kgs - £7.50
 �Orders 10 - 20 kgs - £13.50
 �Orders 20 - 50 kgs - £25.00
 �Orders over 50kgs - POA

For Premium Service delivery rates, export, Scottish Highlands and 
off-shore locations, please contact our Sales Team on 01737 774077 
for prices.



Construction Management

Construction sites can be one of the most hazardous 
work environments. Many workers are often 
operating in urban areas and on smaller sites where 
machinery, vehicle movements and members of the 
general public all need to be considered. 

To ensure everyone’s safety, prominent and clear messaging is 
of paramount importance on and around building sites. 

The Stocksigns Group offer a full suite of construction 
signage. Our sister company, First Call Signs, manufacture and 
supply temporary signs printed on demand (using correx and 
foamex) with guaranteed next day delivery. 

Stocksigns can not only provide standard health and safety 
signs, but we can help create hoarding graphics, marketing 
suite displays and bespoke signs.

For further advice and to discuss your signage requirements, 
please call our dedicated team on 01737 774077.

 General Construction .............. 84-85

 Aluminium Roll Top Signs ................86

 Multi-purpose Construction ..........87

 Construction Prohibition ................87

 Construction Hazard .......................87

 Site Safety ...........................................88

 Asbestos Signs and Labels ..............89

 Construction Information ..............89

 Professional Siteboards ...................90

£4.91!
From only

£28.02!
Only

£5.84!
From only

See page 84 See page 86 See page 89



Heavy plant and constant site traffic movement contribute to 
the overall hazards of a building site.
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10 20 30 75 11464 MK RN 10 20 30 75 14329 MK RN

10 20 30 75 11461 MK RN 10 20 30 75 11495 MK RN 10 20 30 75 11554 MK RN 10 20 30 75 11542 MK RN

10 20 30 75 11465 MK RN10 20 30 75 12231 MK RN 10 20 30 75 12232 MK RN10 20 30 75 14328 MK RN

10 20 30 75 11468 MK RN 10 20 30 75 11467 MK RN 10 20 30 17791 MK RN

 
Permit to work
All contractors must

obtain a valid permit to 
work on this site

10 20 30 17738 MK RN

 

Permission must be
obtained from

before undertaking
any work which involves

naked flames, heat or smoke

10 20 30 75 12230 MK RN 10 20 30 12235 MK RN 10 20 30 11251 MK RN RM10 20 30 11470 MK RN

(Control of Advertisment) Regulations 2007

£2,500

Stocksigns is proud to be accredited with;

General Construction Signs

Talk to our Dedicated TeamNext Day Delivery Available Order Online



Clearly warn the public of the dangers of entering construction sites.
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call: 01737 774077 email: sales@stocksigns.co.uk visit: www.stocksigns.co.uk

10 20 30 11582 KD MR NR RG

Caution
Trip hazard

10 20 30 11622 KD MR NR RG

Danger
Asbestos removal in

progress

10 20 30 11743 KD MR NR RG

Danger
Confined space

Valid permit to work
required before entry

Warning
Fragile roof

Crawling boards or ladders
must be used

10 20 30 11234 KD MR NR RG

10 20 30 12183 KD MR NR RG

Caution
Refurbishment in progress 

No unauthorised entry

10 20 30 11332 KD MR NR RG

Confined space 
No unauthorised 

entry

10 20 30 11725 KD MR NR RG

Warning
Sudden drop

10 20 28 30 11594 KD MR NR RG

Danger
Falling objects

10 20 30 13645 KD MR RG

Danger
Fragile roof

10 20 30 17964 FG

Danger
Falling hazard

Close trap door

10 20 30 11474 MR RG

Danger
Demolition work

 in progress

10 20 30 17965 RN

Fall arrest
equipment 

must be worn

Danger
Falling hazard

10 20 30 11540 MR NR RG 10 20 30 11478 KD MR RG

Children must
not play on

this site

Hard hats must
be worn on
this site at
all times

10 20 30 11476 MR NR RG

This is
a hard

hat area
10 20 30 17792 MR NR RG

Use
crawling
boards

10 20 30 17793 MR RG

Scaffolding
incomplete
Do not use

10 20 30 11475 MR RG

Keep
out

Construction
site

10 20 30 11440 KD MR NR RG

Strictly no
admittance

10 20 30 11274 KD MR NR RG

Employees are
positively

forbidden to ride
on this hoist

General Construction Signs

Size in mm 150x200 300x100 400x300 400x600 450x600 600x200 600x400 600x450
Size code FG KD MK MR NR RG RM RN

10 Aluminium £6.08 £6.08 £14.97 £26.44 £28.02 £14.97 £26.44 £28.02
20 Rigid Plastic £3.56 £3.56 £9.22 £16.41 £17.24 £9.22 £16.41 £17.24
30 Self Adhesive Vinyl £2.19 £2.19 £5.84 £7.69 £8.76 £5.84 £7.69 £8.76
75 Reflective - - £32.74 - - - - £61.90
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Danger
Dangerous

site

Danger
Men working

overhead

Danger
Men working

below

Danger
Scaffolding
incomplete

Danger
Falling objects

10 17072 NR 10 17073 NR 10 17074 NR 10 11278 NR 10 14343 NR

Danger
Fragile roof

Warning
Fragile roof

Crawling boards
or ladders

must be used

Use
crawling
boards

Keep
out

Rubbish
chute to
be used

at all times

10 17075 NR 10 11234 NR 10 17076 NR 10 17077 NR 10 17078 NR

Scaffolding
incomplete
Do not use

No
children

Unauthorised
persons prohibited
beyond this point

Wear safety
harness

10 11576 NR 10 02343 NR 10 11599 NR 10 17080 NR 10 17079 NR

Wear safety
harness

This is a hard
hat area

Roll top signs are an easy sign fixing solution for scaffolding.

Aluminium roll top signs which fix over standard 
scaffolding poles. A convenient fixing method where 
normal sign fixing is impractical.

These signs are only available in size: 400 x 600mm 
(Actual face size).

Produced on 22swg 0.7mm aluminium.

All these signs are available as standard signs. 
Call our Sales Team on 01737 774077 for details. 

Aluminium Roll Top Signs

HOW TO ORDER - Please see page 3

Size in mm 450x600 600x450
Size code NR RN

10 Aluminium £28.02 £28.02
20 Rigid Plastic £17.24 £17.24
30 Self Adhesive Vinyl £8.76 £8.76
75 Reflective £61.19 £61.19

Continual Help & Support Legislation ExpertiseSpecialist Advice



Using multi-purpose signs helps convey safety messages. These can 
be made in several languages, call us on 01737 774077 for a quote.
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call: 01737 774077 email: sales@stocksigns.co.uk visit: www.stocksigns.co.uk

Report accidental
damage immediately

Do not disturb
Danger Asbestos

10 20 30 17062 RN

All visitors please
report to site office

No unauthorised entry

Danger
This is a hazardous area

10 20 30 17063 RN

Sound your horn

Do not exceed
speed limit

Caution pedestrian area

10 20 30 17064 RN

Do not enter

Danger
Demolition in progress

10 20 30 17066 RN

No unauthorised persons
beyond this point

Danger
Asbestos being removed

10 20 30 17065 RN

No unauthorised persons
beyond this point

Danger
Confined space

10 20 30 17067 RN

Heavy plant
must not be

reversed without
supervision

10 20 30 75 17119 RN

The entry of unauthorised
persons is prohibited

This is private property

10 20 30 75 12233 RN

No access
to site traffic

10 20 30 75 17118 RN

No cars
allowed on

site
10 20 30 75 03004 RN

Caution
Heavy vehicles
turning ahead

10 20 30 75 17071 RN

Danger
Construction traffic

10 20 30 75 17070 RN

Danger
Vehicles reversing

10 20 30 75 11064 RN

Residents and other authorised 
users are warned that as works 

are still in progress that care 
should be taken

10 20 30 75 12234 RN

Danger
Concealed
entrance

10 20 30 75 17068 RN

Danger
Men working below

10 20 30 75 17069 RN

Multi-purpose Construction Signs

Construction Hazard Signs

Logos 
FREE

 

on every sign!

High quality temporary 
signs designed for the 
construction industry.

call: 01737 774077
email: sales@firstcallsigns.co.uk 
visit: www.firstcallsigns.co.uk

Construction Prohibition Signs

For quality hoarding 
panels, welcome and 
wayfinding boards or 
marketing suite graphics, 
Stocksigns can provide a 
complete one stop shop.

HOARDINGS
AND GRAPHICS

call: 01737 774077
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Construction Management

If you would like your company name added (as illustrated 
below) please contact our Sales Team for prices

10 20 12406 WR YW 10 20 17794 WR YW

10 20 13532 RW 10 20 05051 RW

10 20 11212 RW

10 20 30 12237 RN MK
10 20 30 14330 RN MK

Manufactured from 11swg aluminium 
and supplied with interchangeable 
plastic numbers. Logos can be added 
at a small extra cost.

60 21253 1828mm x 914mm £332.45
60 21254 914mm x 457mm £173.09

10 20 12184 WR YW

Site Safety Signs

call: 01737 774738
email: sales@messagemaker.co.uk 
visit: messagemaker.co.uk

LED ACCIDENT BOARDS

Messagemaker Displays can provide a range of 
LED accident boards which inform your site staff of 
accident statistics in real time.

Boards can be personalised with logos and site 
specific messaging.

Professional SurveysUK Manufactured Signs Design & Installation Services
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call: 01737 774077 email: sales@stocksigns.co.uk visit: www.stocksigns.co.uk

10 20 30 11485 KD

Project manager

10 20 30 11486 KD

Drying room

10 20 30 12420 KD

Site manager
10 20 30 11483 KD

Clerk of works

10 20 30 11482 KD

Site agent

* Please state your required 
opening hours when ordering. NOTICE

This site operates 
between the hours of  

_____ a.m. & ____ p.m.
Any goods being  
removed outside 

these hours are being 

STOLEN!
10 20 11496 RW

10 20 30 11484 KD

Surveyors
10 20 30 11487 KD

Conference
room

10 20 30 11479 KD

Site office
10 20 30 11480 KD

Site office

10 20 30 11481 KD

Site office

10 20 30 16502 KG RG 10 20 30 16500 KG RG 10 20 30 16501 KG RG

10 20 30 11622 KD MR RG 10 20 30 16504 KD MR RG

23 16252 CF 23 16506 CF

Double-sided Foamex tags. 
Packs of 10. £19.66

65 26300 50mm x 66m £14.53 65 26309 50mm x 66m £14.53 65 26031 50mm x 33m £14.53

Warn and give safety instructions with multi-message safety signs.

10 20 30 02838 KD RG 10 20 30 02844 KD RG

10 20 30 16505 KK PP 10 20 30 16503 KK PP

 You must label ACM’s (Asbestos Containing Materials) clearly 
with the asbestos warning signs or colour coding. 
For asbestos labels see page 190.

Asbestos Signs

Size in mm 300x100 300x200 300x300 400x300 400x600 500x500 600x200 600x450 600x900 900x600 1200x900
Size code KD KG KK MK MR PP RG RN RW WR YW

10 Aluminium £6.08 £11.58 £13.81 £14.97 £26.44 £27.48 £14.97 £28.02 £44.49 £44.49 £66.30
20 Rigid Plastic £3.56 £5.52 £8.10 £9.22 £16.41 £17.06 £9.22 £17.24 £29.97 £29.97 £51.68
30 Self Adhesive Vinyl £2.19 £3.65 £4.91 £5.84 £7.69 £8.02 £5.84 £8.76 - - -

Asbestos Tapes

Construction Information Signs

Safety Tags

*


